1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Sensory over-responsivity (SOR) is an impairing condition manifested as extreme sensitivity to stimuli such as unexpected loud noises or being touched. SOR is particularly common (rates of 56--70%) in autism spectrum disorders (ASD) ([@bib0010]) and, notably, it is associated with higher impairment including greater deficits in social and adaptive behavior ([@bib0010]). Although SOR is strongly linked to impairment, the mechanisms through which it disrupts daily life, and particularly social functioning, are not well understood. In this study, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine the effect of a tactile sensory distracter on the brain's processing of social information in youth with and without ASD.

Recently, the association between SOR and social functioning has been gaining increased attention. Multiple parent-report studies have shown that SOR is associated with poorer social functioning in children with ASD including lower Vineland, Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS), and DSM-IV social scales ([@bib0075]). However, there is little experimental or observational research directly examining the effect of SOR on social functioning. One exception is a recent study finding that SOR was related to greater cortisol response to a peer interaction and increased stress response in multiple contexts ([@bib0030]).

Recent neuroimaging work has begun to characterize the neurobiological basis of SOR, providing important clues about the mechanisms through which SOR is associated with social impairment. These studies show that, within ASD, SOR is related to over-reactive responses and decreased habituation to mildly aversive sensory stimuli in primary sensory processing brain regions, as well as in brain regions related to affective valence, salience, and attention such as the amygdala and insula ([@bib0080], [@bib0085]). These findings suggest that SOR is related to over-attribution of salience to extraneous sensory information. Consistent with this idea, ASD has been linked to altered resting-state connectivity in the salience network, which is thought to influence attention and behavioral response to stimuli, particularly those that are emotionally or socially salient ([@bib0185]). Further, SOR has been linked to greater functional connectivity between the anterior insula -- the hub of the salience network -- and both amygdala and sensory processing regions, but less connectivity between the salience network and areas associated with social cognition (e.g., fusiform gyrus and precuneus) ([@bib0090]).

Taken together, these studies suggest that SOR may be related to increased attribution of salience to sensory information as compared to social cues, leading to over-attention to extraneous sensory information at the cost of attention to social information. Yet, the effect of sensory distracters on the brain's ability to process social information has not been tested directly. Multiple studies have shown that individuals with ASD show reduced activity in social cognition regions of the brain in response to basic social cues. For example, compared to neurotypical controls, individuals with ASD show reduced fusiform face area activation in response to faces and facial emotions ([@bib0040], [@bib0165], [@bib0100]) and reduced activity in superior temporal sulcus (STS) in response to voices ([@bib0065]). However, real-world processing of social cues, which requires integration of multiple, often ambiguous types of information, is even more likely to be disrupted by extraneous sensory stimuli.

In this study, we examined this effect using a "sarcasm" task that requires participants to interpret communicative intent in non-literal language, an area of difficulty for individuals with ASD ([@bib0160], [@bib0110]). Interestingly, even when high-functioning individuals with ASD can detect non-literal language such as sarcasm, they have difficulty explaining their responses and are often unable to appropriately use such language in their everyday lives ([@bib0125]). Neuroimaging research supports these findings: although ASD and TD children and adolescents perform equally well on this sarcasm task, children with ASD lack the neural modulation seen in TD children when interpreting ambiguous versus unambiguous social information. Specifically, in a study by [@bib0210] TD but not ASD children showed significant activity in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and temporal regions when interpreting the meaning of potentially sarcastic comments. However, when participants were explicitly instructed to pay attention to the speaker's facial expression or tone of voice, the ASD (but not TD) group increased activation in the mPFC, though the TD group continued to have greater superior temporal activation. Regardless of instructions, greater activity in the mPFC and temporal gyri were associated with lower levels of social impairment. Taken together, the results of this study indicate that children with ASD had more difficulty integrating facial, prosodic, and contextual cues to infer a speaker's ambiguous intent, but that explicit instructions to attend to vocal and facial affective cues elicited greater activity in areas that allow integrative processing, such as mPFC, which are normally automatically activated in TD individuals. Findings from other studies support the idea that explicitly directing attention to social stimuli can increase activation in brain areas that are usually activated in neurotypical individuals: for example, [@bib0095] found that levels of fusiform activity in response to faces in individuals with ASD increased to typical levels when participants were directed to look at the eyes. However, in a natural setting, many stimuli simultaneously compete for attention, and this is likely to be particularly true for ASD individuals with SOR. Thus, it is unclear whether, for individuals with ASD, explicit instructions would continue to increase neural recruitment of social cognition regions even in a real-world setting with multiple sensory distracters, or if the brain -- "flooded" with the sensory information -- would be unable to redirect attention. This question has important implications for intervention, especially given that mPFC recruitment during social inference is related to greater social competence in children with ASD ([@bib0210]).

In this study, we tested the effect of a sensory distracter on brain responses to the same sarcasm social cognition task used in [@bib0210] with and without explicit instructions. We chose a tactile sensory stimulus because, along with auditory stimuli, responsivity to these stimuli has been found to best distinguish individuals with and without SOR ([@bib0115], [@bib0130], [@bib0180]); we did not use auditory stimuli as we wanted to differentiate between SOR and auditory filtering problems. We hypothesized that the addition of a tactile distracter would differentially affect brain activity during the sarcasm task in youth with and without ASD. Specifically, we expected that TD youth would up-regulate auditory language and prefrontal areas, as activity in these regions has been found to increase with task complexity and with attentional demand ([@bib0035], [@bib0070], [@bib0025]). Conversely, we expected that ASD youth would show decreases in these areas in the presence of the tactile stimulus, reflecting greater difficulty maintaining integrative processing of auditory and social cues. However, we hypothesized that with explicit redirection of attention to relevant social cues, the tactile stimulus would cause less decreased attention in social cognition regions, coupled with greater increases in medial prefrontal cortex in the ASD group. We also hypothesized that within the ASD group, SOR would be correlated with reduced activity in social cognition regions during tactile stimulation, and fewer increases in medial prefrontal cortex with attentional instructions.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

Participants were 15 youth with ASD and 16 TD matched controls aged 9--17.6 years (M = 13.66; SD = 2.11); the groups did not differ significantly in age, IQ, or motion during fMRI (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). All participants had full-scale, verbal, and performance IQs of 75 or greater based on the Weschler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI ([@bib0215])), the Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children--4th Edition (WISC-IV ([@bib0220])), or the Differential Abilities Scales (DAS) ([@bib0055]). ASD participants had a prior diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder, confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Interview -- Revised (ADI-R ([@bib0135])) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule -- 2nd Edition (ADOS-2 ([@bib0140])). Data were originally acquired for 18 ASD and 17 TD subjects; 3 ASD participants and 1 TD participant were excluded due to excessive motion. No participants reported loss of consciousness for longer than 5 min or any neurological (e.g., epilepsy), genetic (e.g., Fragile X), or severe psychiatric disorder (e.g., schizophrenia) other than autism. Additionally, no TD participants had comorbid psychiatric disorders (e.g., ADHD, mood disorders, anxiety). Participants were recruited from the UCLA Child and Adult Neurodevelopmental Clinic, from flyers poster around UCLA and in the community, and through local autism organizations. Recruitment was conducted in part under the auspices of *The Help Group-UCLA Autism Research Alliance*. All parents provided written informed consent and children gave written assent. Study procedures were approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.Table 1Descriptive statistics.Table 1ASDTDt or χ^2^Age14.09 (2.70)14.97 (2.44)0.95Gender (% male)73% (n = 11)75% (n = 12)0.01Handedness (% right-handed)100% (n = 15)94% (n = 15)0.97FSIQ105.00 (16.84)109.44 (10.26)0.89VIQ103.33 (17.22)108.94 (11.32)1.06PIQ107.87 (18.80)105.06(8.27)−0.53Mean Absolute Motion0.64 (0.39)0.45 (0.30)−1.5Max Absolute Motion1.82 (1.85)1.62 (1.57)−0.33Mean Relative motion0.14 (0.14)0.11 (0.06)−0.68Max Relative Motion1.46 (1.87)1.13 (0.94)−0.63Mean Volumes Censored13.47 (7.27)11.63 (5.29)−0.81SensOR tactile count10.60 (8.90)1.63 (1.78)3.84[\*\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}SSP tactile sensitivity28.73 (4.80)34.00 (2.07)3.92[\*\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Tactile SOR composite0.61 (0.93\\4)−0.57 (0.28)−4.63[\*\*\*](#tblfn0020){ref-type="table-fn"}NINT accuracy89.47 (21.21)100.00 (0)−1.92[+](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}NIT accuracy83.33 (32.27)100.00 (0)−2.00[+](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}INT accuracy88.33 (16.0)98.33 (6.46)−2.25[\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}IT accuracy89.47 (28.14)93.33 (11.44)−0.51[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]

2.2. MRI data acquisition {#sec0020}
-------------------------

MRI data were acquired on a Siemens Trio 3 T scanner. A high-resolution structural T2-weighted echo-planar imaging volume (spin-echo, TR = 5000 ms, TE = 33 ms, 128 × 128 matrix, 20 cm FOV, 36 slices, 1.56 mm in-plane resolution, 3 mm thick) was acquired coplanar to the functional scans in order to ensure identical distortion characteristics. Each functional run involved the acquisition of 176 EPI volumes (gradient-echo, TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90, 64 × 64 matrix, 20 cm FOV, 33 slices, 3.125 mm in-plane resolution, 3 mm thick). Auditory stimuli were presented to the participant using magnet-compatible headphones under computer control (Resonance Technologies, Inc.). Participants wore earplugs and headphones to reduce interference of the auditory stimuli from the scanner noise.

2.3. FMRI sensory paradigm {#sec0025}
--------------------------

The sarcasm task has been previously reported on by our group ([@bib0210], [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0025]) (see [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210] for details on the task design). The task consisted of 16 different scenarios in which participants first saw a picture with auditory narration setting up the story, followed by a second picture depicting an outcome accompanied by either a sincere or sarcastic remark ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were then asked, "Did \[name\] mean what he (or she) said?" and responded yes or no using a button box. Accuracy was recorded as percentage of total responded trials for which participants correctly respond "yes" to sincere trials and "no" to sarcastic trials, and did not include trials with no response (4 in the ASD group, 1 in the TD group). Due to a computer malfunction, accuracy data was not available for one TD participant; thus, accuracy analyses were conducted with 15 ASD and 15 TD participants. The scenarios were presented in four 60 s blocks which included four scenarios each. Each block contained two scenarios with a sincere ending and two with a sarcastic ending; the ending given to a particular scenario as well as the order of the scenarios was counterbalanced across participants within each group. All analyses were conducted combining sarcastic and sincere scenarios within a given block, as our focus was on the brain processing underlying the interpretation of a speaker's communicative intent rather than differential brain responses to the prosody of the speech (see [@bib0025]). The task had a 2 × 2 design, with tactile condition (tactile stimulus present or not present) and instructions (general or specific attentional directives) as the two independent variables. During the first two "No Instruction" blocks, the participants were simply given the instruction to "pay attention" (No Instruction No Tactile, NINT; and No Instruction Tactile, NIT). During the second two "Instruction" blocks, the participants were primed with the instructions, "Pay attention to the tone of voice and the look on the face" (Instruction No Tactile, INT; and Instruction Tactile, IT). One block of No Instructions and one block of Instructions was presented with simultaneous tactile stimulation on the inner left arm from elbow to wrist at the rate of 1 stroke/s. The tactile stimulus consisted of a scratchy wool fabric attached to a handle so that only the fabric and not the experimenter touched the participant. The order of the tactile and no tactile blocks was counterbalanced among participants. Alternating between scenario blocks were blocks of 15 s tactile stimulation only (not analyzed for this study). Between each block of the social cognition task and tactile stimulation only was 15 s of fixation, with an additional 15 s of initial and final fixation. Total scan length was 7 min 20 s.Fig. 1Sarcasm task example. The setup (top) is shared by sincere and sarcastic versions. Participants see either a sincere (bottom left) or sarcastic (bottom right) ending. The text represents the auditory stimuli accompanying the drawing. After viewing the outcome, participants answer the question, "Did John mean what he said?.Fig. 1

2.4. Behavioral measures {#sec0030}
------------------------

Diagnostic and cognitive measures were administered at a clinical assessment visit; child sensory questionnaires were completed by parents (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}).

### 2.4.1. Short sensory profile (SSP ([@bib0050])) {#sec0035}

The SSP is a widely used, parent report measure of sensory dysregulation across modalities. We used the Auditory/Visual, and Tactile Sensitivity subscales. Higher scores on the SSP indicate *lower* impairment. This measure has strong reliability and validity ([@bib0150]).

### 2.4.2. Sensory over-responsivity (SensOR) inventory ([@bib0175]) {#sec0040}

The SensOR Inventory is a parent checklist of sensory sensations that bother their child. For this study, we used the tactile subscale. The number of items parents rate as bothering their child has been shown to discriminate between children with and without SOR ([@bib0175]).

### 2.4.3. SOR composite {#sec0045}

An SOR composite score was created by standardizing (creating Z-scores) and averaging tactile-related subscales of the SOR measures (SSP reverse-scored tactile sensitivity scale and SensOR tactile scores) across all participants, as in our previous work ([@bib0080], [@bib0085]).

2.5. fMRI data analysis {#sec0050}
-----------------------

Analyses were performed using FSL Version 5.0.8 (FMRIB's Software Library, [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl){#intr0005}). Preprocessing included motion correction to the mean image, spatial smoothing (Gaussian Kernel FWHM = 5 mm), and high-pass temporal filtering (t \> 0.01 Hz). Functional data were linearly registered to a common stereotaxic space by first registering to the in-plane T2 image (6 ° of freedom) then to the MNI152 T1 2 mm brain (12 ° of freedom). FSL's fMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT), Version 6.00 was used for statistical analyses. Fixed-effects models were run separately for each subject, then combined in a higher-level mixed-effects model to investigate within and between-group differences. Volumes identified as containing excessive motion using FSL's motion outliers tool (default setting: root mean squared (RMS) intensity difference outliers compared to the center volume) were excluded using censoring. For two ASD subjects, excluding RMS outliers was not sufficient to reduce max motion below 1.5 mm framewise displacement, so additional volumes were censored (7 additional for one, 6 additional for the other). Single-subject models included six motion parameters and the motion censor as covariates. Each experimental condition (No Instructions No Tactile, NINT; No Instructions Tactile, NIT; Instructions No Tactile, INT; and Instructions Tactile, IT) was modeled with respect to the fixation condition during rest. Tactile conditions within each instruction condition were then compared to the no tactile conditions (NIT \> NINT and IT \> INT). Higher-level group analyses were carried out using FSL's FLAME (FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects State) stage 1 ([@bib0005], [@bib0235], [@bib0230]).

Within-group activation maps for each condition (vs. fixation) were thresholded at Z \> 2.3 (p\<0.01) and whole-brain cluster-corrected at p \< 0.05 using FSL (<http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl>). Between-group comparisons were thresholded at Z \> 1.7 (p\< 0.05), whole-brain cluster-corrected at p\<0.05; only clusters with peaks of Z \> 2.3 are reported as significant.

2.6. Correlation with SOR scores {#sec0055}
--------------------------------

To determine whether the effect of the tactile distracter on neural response to the sarcasm task varied as a function of SOR, regression analyses were performed with the SOR composite (centered within-group) as the independent variable predicting change in BOLD response with the addition of the tactile stimulus (i.e., No Instruction Tactile \> No Instruction No Tactile and Instruction Tactile \> Instruction No Tactile). These analyses were performed only within the ASD group, as there was very little variability in SOR in the TD group. Parameter estimates from significant clusters were extracted and plotted to ensure that the correlations were not driven by outliers. These plots are displayed in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2; TD parameter estimates for the same regions are plotted as well for purposes of comparison, although there were no significant associations with SOR severity.

3. Results {#sec0060}
==========

3.1. Behavioral results {#sec0065}
-----------------------

### 3.1.1. SOR {#sec0070}

Independent-sample *t*-tests showed that, as expected, the ASD group was rated as having significantly more severe tactile SOR symptoms than the TD group on both sensory measures ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}), as well as higher scores on the SRS. The correlation between SRS total and the SOR tactile composite was significant in the ASD group only (TD: *r*= 0.01, p= 0.48; ASD: *r*= 0.59, p= 0.01).

### 3.1.2. Accuracy {#sec0075}

The ASD group had marginally lower accuracy for the No Instruction conditions and significantly lower accuracy for the Instruction No Tactile (INT) condition compared to the TD group (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). We tested for GroupXCondition differences in accuracy using a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with Instruction (No Instruction and Instruction) and Tactile (No Tactile and Tactile) as within-group variables, Group (TD or ASD) as a between-group variable, and age as a covariate. This analysis revealed a significant InstructionXTactileXAge interaction (F(27) = 7.17, p= 0.01). Follow-up analysis revealed that this interaction was accounted for by one young ASD participant with very low accuracy (25% average accuracy). The ANOVA was run again excluding this participant and showed a significant InstructionXTactileXGroup interaction (see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that, in the ASD group, the tactile stimulus caused accuracy to go down in the No Instruction condition, but to go up in the Instruction condition. In the TD group, accuracy was consistent across Tactile and No Tactile for the No Instruction conditions, but went down for Tactile only in the Instruction condition. There were no other main effects or interactions. With the accuracy outlier removed, there were no significant group differences in accuracy, although differences approached significance for the NINT condition (ASD mean = 94, SD = 11.92; TD mean = 100, SD = 0, t(13) = −1.86, p= 0.09) and the INT condition (ASD mean = 91.07, SD = 12.43, TD mean = 98.33, SD = 6.46, t(19) = −1.95, p= 0.07). All subsequent fMRI analyses were conducted with and without the participant with low accuracy, and none of the results differed, so that participant was included in final analyses.Fig. 2Accuracy data (percent correct responses out of total responded trials) for each group with no explicit instructions, with and without the tactile stimulus (NINT and NIT) and with explicit instructions, with and without the tactile stimulus (INT and IT). Figure shows 15 ASD (autism spectrum disorder) and 15 TD (typically developing) participants, excluding one ASD outlier with extremely low accuracy. Group pairwise comparisons were not significantly different, but a GroupXCondition ANOVA showed an interaction effect by which the ASD group increased in accuracy but the TD group decreased in accuracy when instructions were added to the tactile condition.Fig. 2

4. fMRI results {#sec0080}
===============

4.1. No instruction conditions {#sec0085}
------------------------------

### 4.1.1. No instruction, no tactile condition ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec0090}

During the No Instructions, No Tactile (NINT) condition compared to rest, both groups showed significant activation in bilateral primary auditory and visual cortices and association areas, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and left precentral gyrus (button press was with the right hand). The ASD group also had significant activation in the right IFG. Between-group comparisons showed that the ASD group had greater activation in right temporal gyrus, left lateral occipital cortex, and bilateral IFG. There were no significant areas where the TD showed great activity than the ASD group.Table 2MNI coordinates for the No Instructions No Tactile condition as compared to baseline.Table 2TDASDASD \> TDMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Occipital Pole (V1)**2423812−94186.1741715−8−100106.20 Right Lateral Occipital Cortex32−86−85.99 Left Superior/Middle Temporal Gyrus−62−4285.99 Left Heschl\'s Gyrus−48−2046.12 Left Orbitofrontal Cortex/Inferior Frontal Gyrus−5032−104.17  **Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus**−4410−224.321468−4412223.02 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus−362484.07−384582.93  **Left Occipital Fusiform**−18−82−105.481783−26−80−63.88 Left Temporal Occipital Fusiform−44−56−143.56 Left Lateral Occipital Cortex−34−8265.85−50−64143.46 Left Inferior Temporal Gyrus−48−62−163.25  **Left Superior Frontal Gyrus**1926−848464.541052343.92  **Right Orbitofrontal Cortex**4232−123.5623294846−163.51 Right Orbitofrontall/Inferior Frontal Gyrus542864.224444−203.39  **Paracingulate Gyrus/Supp Motor Cortex**2306−26544.86  **Right Superior/Middle Temporal Gyrus**319160−2685.8068−2005.92251366−5263.62 Right Planum Temporale60−1844.90  **Left Precentral Gyrus**1658−38−20684.37 Left Postcentral Gyrus−46−18584.18[^6]Fig. 3Within- and between-group results for the sarcasm task without explicit instructions. In the No Instruction No Tactile (NINT) condition, both ASD and TD youth show activation of brain regions including frontal cortex and primary auditory and visual areas ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}); compared to TD youth, ASD participants show significantly greater activation in left inferior frontal gyrus, temporal gyrus, and occipital cortex. When the tactile stimulus was added (No Instructions Tactile, NIT compared to No Instruction No Tactile, NINT), both TD and ASD youth demonstrate increased neural activity in primary somatosensory and association areas (red; [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}). TD youth show greater increases in brain regions implicated in social cognition (e.g., prefrontal cortex), and language processing (e.g., inferior frontal gyrus) compared to ASD youth ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}). Within-group contrasts thresholded at Z \> 2.3, corrected (p\< 0.05). Between-group contrasts thresholded at Z \> 1.7, corrected.Fig. 3

### 4.1.2. No instructions tactile condition ([Tables 3, 6, & 7](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, and [Figs. 1 & 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec0095}

Next, we examined change in brain activation when the tactile stimulus was added to the No Instruction condition (NIT \> NINT). As expected given that tactile stimulation was to the right arm, both groups showed increases in the right postcentral gyrus (somatosensory cortex) and right insula and operculum, and decreases in left pre- and postcentral gyri. The TD group also showed increases in left auditory language areas and anterior cingulate gyrus. The ASD group also showed decreases in left auditory language areas (angular gyrus) and occipital cortex. Direct between-group comparisons showed an interaction effect (TD \> ASD, NIT \> NINT and ASD \> TD, NINT \> NIT), such that tactile stimulation was associated with increases in the TD group but decreases in the ASD group in several areas associated with social cognition and language processing including auditory language regions, left IFG, orbital frontal cortex (OFC), and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The TD group also showed significantly greater increases in medial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate gyrus/paracingulate.Table 3MNI coordinates for the No Instructions Tactile condition as compared to baseline.Table 3TDASDASD \> TDMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyzZVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Right Superior Temporal/Heschl\'s Gyrus**2582554−1266.173596358−4−65.96 Right Planum Temporale62−22105.87 Occipital Pole (V1)−8−94−25.8618−96165.90 Left Occipital Fusiform−24−76−145.86 Right Occipital Fusiform44−64−185.74  **Left Superior Temporal/Heschl\'s Gyrus**8435−46−24106.46 Left Planum Temporale/STG−48−34126.2256−16−25.38  **Right Postcentral/Precentral Gyrus**389724−16705.0728−36744.84  **Paracingulate/Superior Frontal Gyrus**−454284.21417−814643.90  **Left Precentral Gyrus**937−520424.29 Left Postcentral Gyrus−54−14484.17  **Left Superior Frontal Gyrus**725−1050423.90  **Cerebellum**113750−62−303.10 Right Inferior/Middle Temporal Gyrus50−48−243.09 Right Lateral Occipital Cortex56−66−62.94[^7]

4.2. Instruction conditions {#sec0100}
---------------------------

### 4.2.1. Instructions-No Tactile condition ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec0105}

With explicit instructions to attend to the speaker's face and tone of voice (but no tactile; INT), both groups showed a similar pattern of activation as in the NINT condition. Both groups showed activation in bilateral occipital and temporal lobes, left pre- and postcentral gyri, and left IFG. The TD group also had activation in left amygdala and hippocampus. There were no significant between-group differences, or significant differences comparing the no tactile conditions with and without instructions in either group.Table 4MNI coordinates for the Instructions No Tactile condition as compared to baseline.Table 4TDASDMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Occipital Pole**2130518−98−26.0924493−18−9866.18 Right Occipital Fusiform−28−84−125.77 Left Superior Temporal/Heschl\'s Gyrus−64−3865.72−52−1826.05  **Right Superior/Middle Temporal Gyrus**378752−20−85.6556−16−25.82  **Left Postcentral/Precentral Gyrus**755−50−14523.711257−40−22664.10 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus−444504.78  **Superior Frontal Gyrus/mPFC**1652−652284.06834−1252404.02 Supplementary Motor Cortex−22603.96  **Left Hippocampus**585−24−32−44.64 Left Amygdala−20−6−183.21[^8]Fig. 4Within-group results for the sarcasm task with explicit attentional direction to the facial expression and tone of voice. The Instructions No Tactile (INT) condition elicited activation of auditory and visual cortex, motor cortex, and inferior frontal gyrus in both TD and ASD participants ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant between-group differences in the INT condition. With the addition of the tactile stimulus (Instructions with Tactile, IT compared to Instructions No Tactile, INT), both groups show increased activity in auditory and somatosensory cortices; ASD youth show additional up-regulation of medial prefrontal cortex ([Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}). Within-group contrasts thresholded at Z \> 2.3, corrected (p\< 0.05).Fig. 4

### 4.2.2. Instructions-tactile condition ([Tables 5 & 8](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}, [Figs. 4 & 5](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec0110}

With the addition of tactile stimulation (IT \> INT), both groups showed increases in right pre- and postcentral gyri, right auditory regions, and insular/opercular regions. The ASD group also showed increases in left opercular cortex and medial prefrontal cortex. A direct group comparison showed a significant interaction (ASD \> TD, IT \> INT) whereby the ASD group showed greater increases in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) compared to the TD group with the addition of the tactile stimulus.Table 5MNI coordinates for the Instructions Tactile condition as compared to baseline.Table 5TDASDASD \> TDTD \> ASDMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Right Superior Temporal/Heschl\'s Gyrus**3488052−4066.114216146−2086.52334068−683.35 Occipital Pole−28−92106.17−10−104−26.01 Left Occipital Fusiform−24−76−126.16 Right Occipital Fusiform24−86−85.75 Right Lateral Occipital Cortex60−6443.29Right Middle Frontal  Gyrus5414443.29  **Left Superior Temporal/Heschl\'s Gyrus**10215−60−36105.41−58−24−25.93909−62−3842.88 Left Middle Temporal Gyrus−50−16−163.09  **Left Supplementary Motor Cortex**4415−46584.29 Superior Frontal Gyrus/mPFC048344.16−640544.25  **Right Precentral Gyrus**383506463.91  **Right Postcentral Gyrus**58−8423.7186934−32624.26  **Left Thalamus (pulvinar)**1203−14−32−44.9650−20382.94 Left Hippocampus−24−20−124.18 Left Amygdala−22−10−103.30  **Right Thalamus (pulvinar)**70016−30−64.47 Right Thalamus (medial dorsal nucleus)8−3042.92  **Cerebellum**1034−28−96−243.53[^9]Table 6MNI coordinates for brain regions with greater activation in the No Instructions Tactile condition as compared to the No Instructions No Tactile condition.Table 6TDASDTD \> ASDSOR correlationMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Right Supramarginal Gyrus**302260−24403.38  **Right Operculum**1082342−20185.66243050−26204.3552−36263.37 Right Planum Temporale62−34184.92 Right Insula40−2−124.7534−16204.12  **Right Superior/Middle Temporal Gyrus**261866−3863.32  **Right Postcentral Gyrus**387730−30744.68264828−36725.74 Right Precentral Gyrus24−16724.9022−12723.96  **Anterior Cingulate/Paracingulate**1018343.491765−236283.31 Left Frontal Pole−4048163.00  **Left Supramarginal Gyrus**2401−44−44603.45  **Left Operculum**2869−46−32184.961027−50−30143.13 Left Planum Temporale−62−22124.39−62−2683.73 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus−50−3203.48  **Left Precentral Gyrus**−58444.2553−56−4382.84  **Right Frontal Pole/Superior Frontal Gyrus**3903054323.585183648283.31  **Left Frontal Pole/vmPFC**423−1456−163.62 Left Caudate−121822.40 Medial Orbitofrontal Cortex−1418−162.36  **Left Middle Frontal Gyrus**153−4818283.16 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus−4410242.99  **Left Lateral Occipital Cortex**4030−48−76−122.67  **Cerebellum**27332−62−322.764030−18−78−503.32[^10]Table 7MNI coordinates for brain regions with greater activation in the No Instructions No Tactile condition as compared to the No Instructions Tactile condition.Table 7TDASDASD \> TDMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxVoxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z***Left Middle Frontal Gyrus**852−4818283.16**Left Frontal Pole**316−4048163.00**Left Orbitofrontal Cortex**223−3224−142.71**Medial Orbitofrontal cortex**184−1456−163.62**Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus**59−5620102.98**Left Precentral Gyrus**449−26−22783.89803−38−18663.72322−34−2482.67 Left Postcentral Gyrus−36−24643.30−38−24623.68**Left Planum Temporale**569−62−2683.73 Left Superior Temporal Gyrus−50−3203.48**Left Angular Gyrus**749−42−56483.27255−50−58182.42**Left Lateral Occipital Cortex**449−36−6603.57 Left Occipital Fusiform Gyrus−30−64−23.43 Left Middle Temporal Gyrus−46−5243.33[^11]Table 8MNI coordinates for brain regions with greater activation in the Instructions Tactile condition as compared to the Instructions No Tactile condition.Table 8TDASDASD \> TDSOR correlationMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxMNI Peak (mm)MaxCorr.Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Voxelsxyz*Z*Dir.**Occipital Pole (V1)**78032−90−23.89POS Occipital Fusiform Gyrus20−76−143.75POS Right Lateral Occipital Cortex46−8463.57POS Right Angular Gyrus60−52242.95POS Cerebellum34−88−303.52POS  **Right Middle Frontal Gyrus**29012822383.76  **Right Paracingulate/vmPFC**1033052−43.651597−107023.39 Right Superior Frontal Gyrus2038383.56 Right Orbitofrontal Cortex4032−83.482858−103.492660−123.04 Right Insula  **Right Postcentral Gyrus**199936−32524.1690724−36644.66 Right Precentral Gyrus24−18724.28  **Right Operculum/Superior Temporal Gyrus**124640−20223.77345754−14124.4442−22202.68POS Right Insula42−443.1536−18124.12 Right Temporal Fusiform Gyrus40−20−303.05 Right Superior Temporal Gyrus42−22143.9566−40−163.04POS Right Heschl\'s Gyrus54−18103.29POS Right Planum Temporale64−1662.46POS  **Left Superior Temporal Gyrus**1654−58−28224.13 Left Operculum−62−12103.50  **Left Inferior Temporal Gyrus/Temporal Pole**61773−44−6−323.37NEG Left Temporal Fusiform Gyrus−38−12−343.33NEG Medial Orbitofrontal Cortex1026−163.26NEG[^12]Fig. 5Between-group results for the ASD group compared to the TD group. Compared to TD youth, ASD participants show greater decreases (blue) with the addition of the tactile stimulus in the no instruction condition (i.e., No Instruction No Tactile, NINT \> No Instructions Tactile, NIT) in brain regions implicated in social and language processing (inferior frontal gyrus, orbital frontal cortex, auditory cortex; [Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}). In conditions in which instructions to attend were given, addition of the tactile stimulus (i.e., Instructions Tactile, IT \> Instructions No Tactile, INT) was associated with greater activity in ASD youth compared to TD youth in the medial prefrontal cortex (red; [Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant findings for the opposite comparisons (i.e. ASD \> TD NIT \> NINT and ASD \> TD INT \> IT).Fig. 5

4.3. Correlations with SOR severity in ASD {#sec0115}
------------------------------------------

In the No Instruction conditions, higher SOR was correlated with greater signal increases in lateral occipital cortex and bilateral supramarginal gyrus with the addition of the tactile stimulus (NIT \> NINT; [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, and Supp Fig. 1). In the Instruction conditions, higher SOR was correlated with greater signal increases in occipital cortex and right temporal regions (including primary auditory, inferior and middle temporal gyrus, and planum temporale) with the addition of the tactile stimulus (IT \> INT; [Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, and Supp Fig. 2). Lower SOR was correlated with greater signal increases in left temporal pole/temporal fusiform gyrus and medial prefrontal cortex with the addition of the tactile stimulus (IT \> INT). To determine whether these correlations were truly driven by SOR and not social functioning (given the high correlation between SOR and the SRS), we extracted parameter estimates from each cluster where activity was significantly correlated with SOR and correlated these parameter estimates with SRS total scores. Only the occipital and right temporal difference scores (IT \> INT) were significantly correlated with SRS, and the correlation with SOR remained significant even after regressing out the effect of SRS score.Fig. 6Areas of change with the tactile stimulus that were correlated with tactile sensory over-responsivity (SOR) scores in ASD youth. When assessing the effect of the tactile stimulus in the no instruction condition (i.e., No Instructions Tactile, NIT \> No Instructions No Tactile, NINT), higher SOR is associated with greater increases in supramarginal gyrus and occipital cortex (red; [Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}). When assessing the effect of the tactile stimulus with instructions to attend (i.e., Instructions Tactile, IT \> Instructions No Tactile, INT), higher SOR is correlated with greater increases in occipital and temporal gyrus (red); lower SOR is associated with greater increases in left temporal pole and medial prefrontal gyrus (blue; [Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 6

5. Discussion {#sec0120}
=============

This study investigated the effect of a mildly aversive tactile sensory distracter on brain activation during a social cognition task requiring integration of visual and auditory social cues to interpret a speaker's communicative intent (sincere or sarcastic). We additionally explored whether explicit instructions to attend to important social cues -- such as those conveyed by the speaker's facial expression and tone of voice -- could mitigate the effect of the sensory distracter. Finally, we examined how SOR might be related to changes in brain responses during this task in the presence (vs. absence) of distracting sensory stimulation.

First, our results are consistent with previous studies using the same task, as we found that ASD participants were able to understand and complete the sarcasm task at high levels of accuracy ([@bib0210], [@bib0025], [@bib0200]). Furthermore, brain activation patterns in response to the task with no explicit instructions and no sensory distracter were generally consistent with previous studies in that the ASD group showed greater activation in auditory cortex and inferior frontal gyrus ([@bib0200]). As suggested in [@bib0200], this pattern of greater activation may reflect more effortful processing in the ASD group to interpret a speaker's communicative intent, particularly in the case of sarcasm.

With the addition of the sensory distracter, the TD participants showed increases in multiple brain regions including fronto-temporal language processing regions, as well as dorsolateral and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex. These increases may reflect the up-regulation of relevant language and social processing areas as the TD participants increase effort to process relevant task information in the presence of distracting tactile stimulation ([@bib0035], [@bib0225]). Conversely, the ASD participants showed decreases in activation in these regions, possibly because they shifted attention away from the task and towards the sensory stimulus. Thus, findings suggest that they were unable to sustain effortful processing of social information during simultaneous sensory stimulation. The behavioral accuracy data were consistent with these findings in that the ASD group, but not the TD group, had slight decreases in accuracy (though they retained over 80% accuracy) when the tactile stimulus was added. Interestingly, none of the areas showing decreased activity in the presence of the sensory distracter were correlated with SOR; this may reflect the relatively small sample size, but it might suggest that the decreases in social processing regions are more related to social deficits in the ASD group as a whole (e.g., difficulty maintaining attention to complex social cues in the face of distraction) as opposed to within-group differences in sensory over-responsivity. This is consistent with our finding that TD and ASD youth did not show significant differences in brain areas related to processing the sensory stimulus such as somatosensory cortex, insula, or amygdala. However, in the ASD group, tactile SOR was positively correlated with widespread increases in bilateral supramarginal gyrus in response to the addition of the tactile stimulus. The supramarginal gyrus is considered a somatosensory association area, receiving inputs from primary somatosensory cortex ([@bib0105], [@bib0145]), and is involved in interpretation of tactile stimuli such as tactile object recognition ([@bib0170]). Thus, it is likely that increases in this area reflect that ASD individuals with higher SOR are devoting more brain resources to processing the tactile stimulus. Contrary to our expectations, SOR was also positively correlated with increases in occipital cortex in the presence of tactile stimulation. It is possible that the tactile stimulus made it particularly difficult for youth with high SOR to interpret the ambiguous verbal statement, so they relied more heavily on visual clues to decide whether the narrator meant what he/she said.

In the second half of the task, participants were explicitly directed to pay attention to the facial expression and tone of voice of the speaker. With these instructions, the addition of tactile stimulation no longer caused decreases in activation in the ASD group. Thus, explicit instructions to attend to relevant social cues appear to mitigate the effect of the sensory distracter in that the ASD group now showed a level of activation in auditory language regions similar to what was observed in the absence of the tactile distracter. Additionally, when the tactile stimulation was accompanied by attentional instructions, the ASD (but not TD) group showed increased activity in medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). This is consistent with our previous work demonstrating that explicit instructions increases medial prefrontal activation during this sarcasm task ([@bib0210]); here we further extend these findings to show that greater mPFC activation in response to attentional modulation may play an important role in helping the ASD brain regulate responses to sensory distraction in order to sustain adequate processing of social cues.

Finally, we found that, when attention was explicitly directed to the speaker's face and tone of voice during simultaneous tactile stimulation, higher SOR was associated with greater activity in primary auditory and visual cortex as well as higher-level language and face processing regions (e.g., angular gyrus, planum temporale, and fusiform gyrus). Conversely, lower SOR was associated with greater activity in left temporal pole and mPFC, regions associated with social cognition including inference, theory of mind, and mentalising ([@bib0210], [@bib0060], [@bib0045], [@bib0015]). These findings suggest that, similar to the condition without implicit instructions, the ASD youth with higher SOR may continue to use visual strategies to complete the task, and through the attentional modulation of the instructions, they are additionally able to recruit some language regions. This suggests that youth with high-SOR may be independently evaluating the visual and auditory social cues, a likely less efficient strategy than the one seemingly at play in youth with lower SOR, for whom the attentional instructions lead to greater recruitment of regions involved in integrating and interpreting multiple social cues. These results are also consistent with our previous findings that ASD youth with low SOR show more prefrontal inhibition of amygdala response to aversive tactile and auditory stimuli ([@bib0085]). Of course, given the relatively small sample size, these correlations with SOR in our ASD group should be considered preliminary and future studies using larger samples are needed to better characterize the interplay between sensory and social symptoms and their relationship to brain activity during social tasks. Further, it should be noted that some studies have found differences in brain responses to affective versus non-affective touch. Compared to the tactile stimulation in this study, which was designed to be aversive, affective touch is considered to be slow, gentle, often pleasant, touch that selectively activates a distinct class of unmyelinated afferents known as C-touch (CT) fibers ([@bib0155]). CT afferents are activated with stroking rates of about 1--10 cm/s on the face or hairy skin ([@bib0190], [@bib0120]), as opposed to the rough touch used for this study at a rate of about 15--20 cm/s (depending on the size of the child's arm) on the smooth underside of the wrist/forearm. Affective touch has been associated with *hypoactive* brain response in both adults with ASD^46^ and neurotypical adults with autistic traits ([@bib0195]). Importantly, a given individual with ASD may be *hypoactive* to affective touch but *hyperactive* to rough or unpleasant touch ([@bib0020]). Therefore, future research should seek to differentiate the effect of affective versus non-affective on social functioning and related brain processing.

Taken together, these findings have clear implications for intervention. First, our results show that although high-functioning youth with ASD are able to increase effortful processing to interpret ambiguous social cues, the addition of a sensory distracter disrupted that process. This effect is likely to be even stronger in the real world, where contextual clues are not always available and where distracting sensory stimulation is often unexpected, frequent, and multi-modal. This would suggest that interventions could focus on either (a) reducing environmental distractions as much as possible during social interactions, or (b) reducing the effort needed to maintain attention towards relevant social cues. Explicit instructions to direct attention to key social cues may be one way to reduce effort, perhaps by allowing individuals with ASD to 'zoom in' on the most relevant information rather than attempting to process and sort through all incoming information. The present findings also suggest that while explicitly directing attention is beneficial for ASD youth with both high and low SOR, the attentional modulation may work through different mechanisms depending on the level of sensory over-responsiveness. For example, ASD youth with high SOR may benefit from explicit attentional direction to each relevant social cue, whereas high-functioning youth with lower levels of SOR may be more able to benefit from practice integrating the cues. However, if youth with high SOR are using strategies that are less efficient, they may be less likely to benefit from attentional direction under conditions of stress (e.g., fatigue, hunger, unexpected sensory input), or when social cues are more subtle. More research is needed to understand the most useful types of attentional direction for youth with high SOR and the parameters under which do or do not benefit from such direction.

In summary, here we show that even mildly aversive sensory stimuli can disrupt the neural networks supporting effortful processing of social information in youth with ASD, and, importantly, that explicitly directing their attention to relevant social cues can mitigate this effect through recruitment of regions implicated in social cognition and mentalizing. To our knowledge, this is the first fMRI study to directly examine the interaction between social and sensory processing in ASD, thus beginning to inform our understanding of the mechanisms through which altered sensory responsivity may interfere with social functioning. These findings not only have important clinical implications but they also highlight the need for future studies to examine how social and sensory symptoms interact in ASD early in development. Such integrative studies promise to shed new light on the etiology of social communication deficits in ASD and lead to the development of more effective interventions to address social deficits in the context of a better understanding of their interplay with sensory sensitivities.
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[^1]: *Note*: Lower SSP scores indicate higher symptom severity. N = 15 ASD, 16 TD.

[^2]: p \< 0.10.

[^3]: p \< 0.05.

[^4]: p \< 0.01.

[^5]: p \< 0.001.

[^6]: *Not*e: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; labels without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as label above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.

[^7]: *Note*: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; labels without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as label above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.

[^8]: Note: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; labels without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as label above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05.

[^9]: Note: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; labels without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as label above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.

[^10]: Note: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; coordinates without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as coordinate above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group and correlation analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.

[^11]: Note: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; coordinates without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as coordinate above with voxel size. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.

[^12]: *Note*: x, y, and z refer to the left--right, anterior--posterior, and inferior--superior dimensions, respectively; Z refers to the Z-score at those coordinates (local maxima in bold, submaxima underneath). Voxels refers to number of voxels in the cluster; coordinates without voxels indicate submaxima within the same cluster as coordinate above with voxel size. Corr. Dir. indicates whether correlations with sensory over-responsivity (SOR) composite are positive or negative. Within-group analyses are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons, Z \> 2.3, p \< 0.05; between-group and correlation analyses are cluster corrected at Z \> 1.7, p \< 0.05. Between-group analyses are masked by regions of significant activation in either within-group analysis at Z \> 1.7, corrected.
